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Peter Holy’s Socata Trinidad
makes an excellent instrument
platform for IFR travel in Europe.
See page 2.
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M

uch emotion has yet again
had to be shown by the GA
community, especially those of us
with FAA IRs, over the Department
for Transport (DfT) plans to require
transfers of foreign registered ’planes
based in the UK to the G register.
Their consultation finishes on 28th
October and the current very active
members’ debate on the forum is being taken into account in our strong
objections to this proposal.
Why this is required you may
ask when all has been well for “X”
years and there is no obvious safety
case? Well, the DfT’s Deputy Head
of Safety Policy, Duncan Nicholls
and his boss Pat Ricketts told Roger
Dunn and me at a meeting at the end
of August that those aircraft were:
a) avoiding UK and European
requirements for certification and
maintenance
b) the CAA establishes standards,
as now also does EASA, and DfT
feels their responsibilities are
being undermined
c) the current system allows any
“flag” to be used and that is not
acceptable
d) cars aren’t allowed to be kept here
on foreign plates so why should
planes?
I hasten to add they were extremely
helpful in agreeing to see us at short
notice (we were at a DfT SES Forum
that day) but what is clear is that the
authorities do not fully understand
the implications of their proposal.
Their response is that is the reason for

carrying out the consultation. Fair
enough one might say but what about
the uncertainty that is being created
meantime?
What of owners and brokers who
are trying to sell, or prospective purchasers trying to buy, N registered
aircraft? What do they do, await the
outcome? What does that do to aircraft values; we all know the answer!
How does it affect business decisions? What of pilots wanting to increase their safety by taking an FAA
IR and then transferring their aircraft
to the N register because the JAA IR
is so unrealistic in its ground subjects
syllabus training requirements? What
is or will happen to the maintenance
and supplier industry, those with
SMEs the Government is so keen to
see thrive?
We asked that the DfT put out some
form of statement to attempt to clarify the thinking and the time-scales for
decision making; they won’t. We did
elicit that, provided they do not get
diverted on other matters, it would
take at least three months to analyse
the responses and propose solutions
for the next stage if they decide to
continue, which seems their firm objective. That next stage would likely
be a proposal to amend the ANO and
they admitted an Impact Assessment
would be required when we pointed
out the huge costs involved in their
proposals. A second stage proposal
will also take a long time so the uncertainty will continue for months or
even over a year!
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Part 1 of a 3 part in depth summary
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needs a
BRNAV
approved
navigation
means
- this
applies
all over
Europe
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he original purpose of this
summary was to help anyone
who has, or is training for, an IR and
who is unfamiliar with IFR flight
plan procedures in Europe. Later, the
information was expanded following
requests from other pilots. The article
is written from the perspective of a UK
single-engine non-pressurised pilot
limited to say FL150.
It’s difficult to get this info together.
Fresh UK JAA IR holders have
usually trained between a very limited
number of airports in the UK. Seeking
the advice of a working airline pilot
is productive but only up to a point
because the route planning and flight
plan filing is done by a separate
ground team. Also, the internet has
very recently made the process a lot
more streamlined.
FAA IR holders who trained in the
USA have an additional hurdle to cross
because the U.S. system is different
and a lot simpler. The U.S. airspace
rules can be vastly different from the
European ones although there is much
less difference on the IFR front. The
FAA IR pilot flying an N-reg aircraft
must comply with FAA rules but also
any local rules of the air: CAA, JAA,
ICAO - the whole lot.

Required Equipment
Certain minimum equipment must
be carried on the aircraft. It varies
by country but the following is for
the UK. The UK Air Navigation
Order, the latest 2005 version is
at www.opsi.gov.uk/si/si2005/
20051970.htm. Look in Schedule 4
and Schedule 5.
GPS: I did a text search of the ANO
for “GPS” and related keywords and
found none. Evidently the regs for
this are elsewhere. However, in Class
A above FL095 one needs a BRNAV
approved navigation means - this
applies all over Europe. In the GA
context the only useful way to meet

this requirement is a BRNAV approved
GPS (one other way is a BRNAV
approved KNS80 or 81 with antenna
filters, but that won’t be any good if
out of the coverage of a VOR/DME).
The common FAA/IFR-approved units
such as GNS430/530 and KLN90/
KLN94 are OK if the GPS supplement
in the aircraft operating manual
authorises their use for IFR navigation.
Owners of N-reg aeroplanes who fly
GPS approaches in the USA will likely
have a suitable supplement in their
operating manual but merely fitting
e.g. a GNS530 will not result in an
installation legal for this purpose. It’s
very difficult to find any references for
this stuff and I have the foregoing from
working commercial jet operators.
If the aircraft is not G-registered
then it must also carry any equipment
mandated by its state of registry so e.g.
if it is N-reg it needs to carry an ELT.

Route Planning
The first thing is to plan the route
along the airways system. One can
use the paper charts (Jeppesen or,
in Europe, Aerad). I think the Jepp
charts are much better because the
Aerad ones combine both upper and
lower airways on the same chart
and do it poorly. Or one can use IFR
flight planning software like Jeppesen
FliteStar or Navbox.
Most airways are bidirectional;
others have a direction shown. On the
Jeppesen charts, each has a minimum
en-route altitude (MEA). So on the
face of it it’s easy:
Looking at the chart extract above
right, airway L604 runs on a track of
333 (degrees magnetic) from YNN
(108.60) to TRN (107.70), and its
direction is as shown, upwards. The
airway MEA is FL110.
Airway G12 also runs between
YNN and KRK, MEA is 8,000ft, and
is bidirectional. Airway M600 runs
on the same route, MEA 10,000ft
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and is also bidirectional. The distance
between these two waypoints is shown
as 38nm.
(The above isn’t a great example
because the Jeppesen FliteStar airways
data shows the L604 airway going
exactly to TRN whereas the out of
date printed Jeppesen airways chart
scanned above shows it going to a
point just above TRN, and Navbox
shows it going to yet another point
above TRN... anyway this is Albania
and the VOR is probably on the back
of a donkey).
So one could just plan a route using
the obvious selection of these airways.
Unfortunately this won’t work,
because of additional factors
a) Standard Route Documents
(SRDs). Each country publishes a
manual giving preferred and prohibited airways for various routes.
These documents can be either
free (online, like the UK one is) or
you have to buy them
b) Conditional Routes (CDRs). On
a lot of Jepp charts, some of the
airways have a black ‘1’, ‘2’, or
‘3’ after the designator. These
are routes which are normally
closed during the week but are
open sometimes in the evenings,
but more often than not during
weekends / public holidays when
the military aren’t playing.
c) Temporary restrictions. These are
just that. If, for example, there is
a big airshow somewhere, then an
airway passing right above might
be closed.
Eurocontrol runs a database which
contains all this and all Flight Plans
(FPs) are verified against this database
before acceptance. Obviously there is
no way to plan a definitive route with
any means that doesn’t have access to
the database.
Job #1 is to get an FP accepted. It
doesn’t have to be the route you expect
to fly since ATC will give you a series
51/2005

N Reg - Why Change?
Continued from Page 1
We also pointed out that EASA has its sights on some changes
to pilot licensing and operations that would most likely affect
these proposals. Furthermore EASA has already announced via
Claude Probst in an interview with French Aviation-Pilote magazine that they are thinking on the same lines. He responded to
questions on the N registration issue as follows:
Q1 We understand that there is a will within EASA to have
aircraft based in Europe, but on a foreign register (ICAO
compliant), to move to the national register of the country
where the aircraft is based?
A1 Yes, there is, as it would be logical for ’planes to conform
to the same kind of rules that exist for cars. Any ’plane
based permanently in Europe would have to go on the
national register.
Q2 What about ’planes that are certified in an ICAO compliant
country, but not in Europe or in the country of residence?
A2 We would have to accept the certification of the foreign
state, provided that the certification was done seriously.
(Examples: Jetprop DLX, Mooney Ovation II GX etc etc
etc).
Q3 It is next to impossible to obtain an IR rating for a non
professional pilot or for a person that has a job not allowing
him to sit the ground school for an extended period of time.
Furthermore, the written exams are meant for pilots pursuing commercial licenses and include subjects that are of no
interest to private pilots (mach number, flights above FL
195, aircraft systems based on B737 or A320 etc etc). What
is EASA’s position to allow private pilots to gain access to
an IR rating that would reflect their needs?
A3 There is a need to adapt the current rules for private pilots.
Study groups will be formed to work on a IR suitable for
private pilots. Furthermore, for private pilots and them only,
we are willing to envision the conversion of their US or
Canadian IR to an European IR, so they can continue to fly
their ’plane, formerly registered in the US or Canada.”

Airway chart © Jeppesen, Not to be used for navigation
of direct-tos (or, in busy airspace, vectors) along most of the route, so
the route finally flown is likely to differ from anything planned.
IFR flight plans are filed via a Eurocontrol system called IFPS
(Integrated Flight Plan Processing System).

How to design a valid route?
There are various ways to design a route which, when embodied in a
FP, is accepted by IFPS:
a) Enable ATC to do amendments
This involves using the charts (or flight planning software such as
Jeppesen FliteStar) to generate a route which lies on the correct
airways (taking into account directions and MEAs only) and file the
FP with this in Field 18: “RMK/IFPS REROUTE ACCEPTED”.
A lot of people have been doing this for years and think that this
enables IFPS to amend the route regardless. However, it appears
that strictly speaking it only means that you ask IFPS to reroute
you if your original (and accepted) route encounters bottlenecks
which would result in a slot restriction (CTOT). It can still result in a
rejected flight plan.
b) Use the official route verification website
There is a Eurocontrol (CFMU) website which uses the actual
route database: http://www.cfmu.eurocontrol.be/chmi_public/
ciahome.jsp?serv1=ifpuvs
Apart from summarily rejecting invalid routes, this tool gives no
assistance in route design. You have to know a lot of tricks to come
up with an acceptable route, and if it throws out an FP it does it with
a cryptic error message like
-ERROR ROUTE: THE STAR LIMIT IS EXCEEDED FOR
AERODROME LKPR CONNECTING TO OKL[5006N01416E].
I have written to CFMU for information on these messages but they
haven’t replied - instead they wrote back with routes which do get
accepted! So I am none the wiser. A Google search turns up some
flight simulator related forums (yes, a lot of people flying FS2004
spend their lives flying real routes on their PCs, even checking the
routes on the CFMU website!!!!) where these error messages are
discussed but do not reveal a lot of information.

EASA appears to understand the issues involved in such a
change and accepts it will have to accommodate appropriate arrangements. Whilst the French dropped their first attempt at this
proposal due to the reaction from GA we were told it is still on the
radar.
Is it not premature to impose a change of requirements in the
UK (or elsewhere in Europe) when such changes are under
consideration by the body that will control the whole process of
maintenance and pilot licensing within Europe?
Additionally whilst it is a State’s right to impose its own registration controls, it is clearly against the spirit of the SES to impose
new technical and operating requirements on UK based aircraft
before consideration by EASA.
We cannot compare cars with aircraft but we know that the
FAA, the organisation with the most experience of looking after
GA aircraft, has high standards and they should be acceptable and
interchangeable with other countries.
We are overburdened by over-regulation already; come on DfT
let’s take an example from our close allies, the Americans, and “if
it ain’t broke don’t fix it”!
For more details on the consultation paper, see page 5.
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INTELLIGENCE REPORTS
operations in protected airspace in due course – we shall see
whether this extends to operation in the open FIR.

Compiled by
Andrew Radley
andrew.radley@btconnnect.com

Unmanned air vehicles
Watchkeeper WK450

Global Hawk
Expect to see the WK450 around the skies of the UK from 2010
onwards. The larger, strategic, UAV systems such as the US Global
Hawk (and German sponsored EuroHawk derivative) are likely
to need to transit through controlled airspace to be operationally
effective. There is considerable work in progress to develop ATC
procedures for dealing with such operations - Global Hawk UAV’s
have already flown a number of very long range trial flights and
have self-deployed from the US to the Middle East.

T

he recent signing by the UK Ministry of Defence of contracts
for the Watchkeeper programme is a major step towards the
operation of unmanned air vehicles (UAV) within UK airspace.
General aviation pilots may soon share at least some class G
airspace with these new fangled aircraft. The Watchkeeper air
platform (the WK450) is being developed from an Israeli vehicle
but will be substantially redesigned by prime contractor Thales to
suit the needs of the British Army. The airborne segment is equipped
with synthetic aperture radar and other reconnaissance kit and
will eventually be capable of operating in all weather conditions,
including icing. The air vehicle is the size of a large GA single and
can remain airborne for up to 20hrs – it is quite a slow beast though,
being capable of only 95kts and cruising at a mere 70kt.
The big questions for GA pilots are whether we will see swarms
of these aircraft in the open FIR, how will they be controlled and
how will they avoid other aircraft. It is understood that initially
the intention is that they will operate from runways at established
airfields and will fly only in controlled danger areas. The first
operational base is likely to be Parc Aberporth on the coast of
south central Wales adjacent to the Cardigan Bay danger area,
EGD201. This would be a similar modus operandi of the much less
sophisticated Jindivik drones which operated out of Llanbedr for
many years – the key difference being that whilst the Jindivik was
remote controlled, the WK450 is rather more sophisticated and does
not require continuous human intervention in the flight profile.
The WK450 platform is designed to be both ground and air
transportable and so can be rail launched and recovered to minimal
strips – so the potential is there for training to take place in other
areas of the UK and for the UAV to operate in Class G airspace. The
issue of avoidance is therefore of concern and to provide conflict
resolution, sensors (such as millimeter radar) are being examined
to give such vehicles an autonomous capability to sense and avoid
other traffic. It is understood that the CAA are presently working
with the MOD to certify UAV flights individually, although it is
apparently the intention to provide blanket certification for UAV
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Safety Training

A useful resource with which some pilots may not be familiar with
is the AOPA Air Safety Foundation web site at:
http://www.aopa.org/asf/
This is site is open to all, not only members of AOPA. Although
the material is naturally designed around the US environment there
is a lot of material which will be of considerable interest to PPL/
IR Europe members, including a course on single pilot IFR. This
is built around the concept of risk reduction and although fairly
basic, it offers a useful consideration of the key risks inherent in
undertaking single pilot IFR. There is other material accessible from
this page which is also useful, including advice on mountain flying,
which would usefully be considered by those of us used to the flat
lands of northern Europe who are considering venturing into the
higher ground of say the Alps – even for those flying airways and
instrument procedures.

HondaJet
Last month we previewed some of the types entering the burgeoning
very light jet sector. Readers may be aware that Honda has a
US based aeronautical engineering facility in which it has been
investing over the past decade or more. Initially, Honda developed
a new small jet engine and has an agreement with General Electric
to market some of the technologies if not the actual engine. There
have been various rumours as to Honda’s intentions in the market;
do they see GA as a sector in which they could sell significant
product, or is it merely a good place to develop technologies which
could be value in their traditional core businesses? For two years
and with very little publicity, Honda have been flight testing a light
4
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N registration aircraft based in Europe

jet in the some category as the Cessna CJ1+ but which contains a
number of innovations which provide rather better performance
and a larger cabin. Most obviously, the HondaJet has two Honda
designed engines mounted off pylons above the wing, a la VFW614.
The wing is metal with a specifically developed thick airfoil but
one which retains low drag. The comparatively wide fuselage is all
composite and designed to maximise interior space and to provide
a high visibility cockpit. The flight deck is Garmin G1000 based.
In most other respects the aircraft is quite conventional but every
system appears to have been subject to a rethink to obtain either
better efficiency or reliability.

As reported on page 1, national authorities in Europe are, with
EASA’s blessing, examining the case for mandating all aircraft
permanently based within an EASA state to be registered with the
authority of that state. Apparently the FAA has also agreed they feel
unable to enforce regulatory oversight of the overseas based N fleet
and will not oppose the move towards local registration. The stage
is therefore set for national authorities to force aircraft based for the
majority of their time in Europe onto the domestic registers.
In the UK, a consultation document has been circulated by
the DfT which sets out the basic case and mentions costs which
may be associated with the transfer. It quotes costs for transfer
of the aircraft’s registry and mentions the need for some pilots to
obtain new licences or ratings, quoting the licence/rating issue
costs only. It fails to quantify costs for the many types which will
require (expensive) modification to meet national and/or European
requirements and also fails to mention that the majority of the
aircraft are N registered so that their owners can operate on an FAA
IR, which is much less expensive to obtain and maintain. AOPA UK
has taken the view that any move should not be mandated until an
EASA IR is available which simplifies the training for the rating.
The consultation paper seeks views on the specific questions shown
below and interested parties have until 28th October 2005 to respond.
The full documentation can be found at:
http://www.dft.gov.uk/stellent/groups/dft_control/documents/
contentservertemplate/dft_index.hcst?n=14254&l=2

Hondajet

Honda is a little over halfway through the flight test process,
which has been running since 2003 – so it’s not exactly a breakneck
programme. However, Honda now appears to have sufficient
confidence to have exhibited the aircraft at this year’s EAA
convention at Oshkosh and to allow aviation journalists to fly
it (as AOPA Pilot were allowed to do this summer). Maybe this
signals that they will produce the aircraft and maybe not – but
there can be little doubt the Honda name has the ability to stir the
industry. Especially it they can be seen to deliver a product with
better performance, comfort and environmental characteristics at
better value than the established manufacturers. No news though
on whether Honda would consider producing either engines or
airframes for the piston end of the market.

DfT Consultation Paper
i)

Should the owners of aircraft based in the UK be able to opt
out the UK regulatory system by placing aircraft on foreign
registers?
ii)
Are the estimates of the number of foreign registered aircraft based in the UK reasonable?
iii) If it is decided to bring foreign registered aircraft based
in the UK into the UK regulatory system, is the proposed
amendment of the Order the most appropriate method of
doing so?
iv) If the Order is amended as proposed, would a 90 day limit
be appropriate?
v)
What additional costs would fall on the owner of aircraft
affected by the proposed amendment to the Order?
vi) Who, other than aircraft owners, might be affected by the
proposed amendment to the Order?
vii) If the Order were amended, what would be a reasonable
transition period to allow aircraft owners to move their
aircraft to the UK register?
viii) Are there any aircraft that would be affected by the proposed amendment to the Order which would not easily be
able to move to the UK register (eg because they are not
type certified in Europe)?
Comments may be sent by e-mail to:
fra.consultation@dft.gsi.gov.uk, or alternatively by post to:
Ray Pusey
IASD4, Aviation Directorate
Zone 1/29
Department for Transport
Great Minster House
76 Marsham Street
London
SW1P 4DR

Emergency locators beacons…
...are changing frequency.
Over the next couple
of years the existing
VHF and UHF devices,
which operate on
121.5MHz and 243MHz
respectively, will become
obsolete as satellite
based location services
close off reception on
these frequencies and
concentrate on receiving
on the more effective
406MHz frequency. This
will reputedly lead to
more accurate and faster
pinpointing of distressed
aircraft and their crews.
51/2005
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Pilots’ Talk
Sicily 17-25 June 2006

I

have now firmed up on the basics of the
trip and have provisionally booked the
whole of a hotel for us. It is not cheap but
seems quite exceptional being a converted
15th century convent with its own airfield. I
am going to visit for a day later this month
so will be able to report more fully later.
You can see lots of information on their
website www.eremodellagiubiliana.it.
I will need expressions of interest together
with a returnable deposit of £100 per person
made payable to J Thorpe very soon. To say
the least it is unusual to effectively reserve
our own airfield. I am fairly sure the trip
will be oversubscribed but I do need to
some confirmation of this so I can get early
deposits in place. It will be possible for
family members who would prefer to fly
commercially to join us. There are several
services to Sicily including Ryanair and
transfers to the hotel can be arranged.

The private airfield at Ragusa Giubiliana,
is probably the only one with a 5 star
hotel, the “Eremo della Giubiliana”, a
XVth century fortified convent. Runway is
2,600 ft long and licensed for night/VFR.
Instrument Pilot

The flying program will be fairly relaxed
in that people can opt into as many or as few
trips as they wish. Ragusa, our base airfield
has fuel. Malta, Tunis, mainland Italy and
the islands of Pantelleria and Lampedusa are
within easy reach for day trips. Keen flyers,
or those with faster aircraft, could even
range as far as Croatia or Greece.

Of course Sicily itself is absolutely
bursting with major sites of interest
including Mount Etna (which we hope will
not be too active) and some stunning Greek
and Roman remains.
While the trip will formally terminate
in Sicily, I will suggest some routes and
hotels so that participants can socialise en
route. Most probably this will be Alghero
on Sardinia inbound and Calvi on Corsica
outbound. This avoids any issues with fuel
availability in mainland Italy. Although
there is a lot of time over water no leg will
be beyond the capabilities of a modest fixed
gear tourer and oxygen will not be essential.
Those who want more relaxed travel or have
slower aircraft might like to allow 10 days
but this year’s trip showed that some hardy
souls could handles distances comparable to
that from Sardina to the UK in a single day
thus 8 / 9 days is possible.
It is hard to give detailed cost information
at this stage. There is quite a difference in
the cost of rooms within the hotel, some
being very luxurious indeed. Assuming
that the food is as good as I am told and
depending on the deal offered it may be best
to opt for half board even if not everyone
takes all of the meals. On the Greek trip the
group turned out to be very sociable and
chose to eat together on most occasions.
At this stage I suggest a budget of £1,200
6

to £1,700 per person for seven nights
depending on class of room based on two
sharing. There is an uplift of 30% for a
single room. This would include half board;
landing and parking fees, approach plates,
shared hire cars and a couple of formal
guided tours of the island. If anyone would
prefer more modest accommodation then
please let me know and it may be possible
to coordinate this while still having use of
the airfield.
Please E-mail me jim@tredunnock.com
or post to Jim Thorpe, The Business Centre,
Llangarron Herefordshire HR9 6 PG.

Refresher workshops
exclusive to PPL/IR
Europe members
A great opportunity to update and enhance
your IFR knowledge and skills, and
particularly suitable for those who have
recently gained their IR. Practical sessions
covering such topics as flight planning,
dealing effectively with ATC and in-flight
problems, CRM aspects (managing the
flight), safety matters, updates and an
opportunity to practice in the latest type
of simulator. Expert advice and guidance
from experienced pilots/instructors,
with back-up support available. The
next workshop will be held on Saturday
12th November, 10:30 to 16:00 hours.
The workshop is subject to a minimum
of four confirmed delegates four weeks
in advance (and to a maximum of six
delegates). Cost (including VAT) £150,
payable at time of booking. These courses
are run on a ‘not-for-profit’ basis and take
place at Professional Air Training Ltd,
Bournemouth Airport. Arrive by car or air.
For further details and booking: Tel. +44
1202 593366. Fax. +44 1202 574020. Email info@pat.uk.com.
These workshops are strongly
recommended for continuation training by
the PPL/IR Europe Executive Committee
as contributing to flight safety.
51/2005

Simulator discount
for PPL/IR Europe
members at Exeter
(EGTE)
Simulator Flight Training Limited (part
owned by two PPL/IR Europe members) is
offering a 10% discount off of the standard
training and IR renewal test fees subject to
production of a current membership card
when settling the invoice.
SFT operates a TruFlite Simulator meeting
JAA FNPT requirements featuring a Garmin
GNS 430 and a setup which can be switched
between a BE76 Duchess, PA28R Arrow
or Cessna 172 in minutes. It can be used
for instructor assisted refresher training or
examiner accompanied IR renewals.
Enquiries or bookings via Airways Flight
Training’s office at Exeter Airport on 01392
364216.

Comments are invited on the proposed
amendments before 8th November 2005.
In the absence of comment, the CAA will
assume that there are no objections to the
proposed amendments and will proceed to
the next stage of the legislative process.
The full document is on http:
//www.caa.co.uk/docs/7/DAP_ERA_
Consultation_DFL_FL195.pdf.

chart tells us our route, high ground and
areas to be avoided. Charts and things are
too much trouble for some folk. A clown
landed at Bournemouth from Guernsey and
asked: “Can I buy a chart here - the GPS
has packed up?” Apparently he did not
normally carry a chart in his aeroplane - he
just followed the idiot lantern everywhere.
(Arnold Parker)

Honeywell cautions
GPS heights

UK ANO Article 115
and Jersey ANO
Article 104 and
Guernsey ANO

Proposal to introduce
ICAO airspace
classification C above
FL195
th

On the 18 January 2001 the Eurocontrol
Provisional Council and Permanent
Commission endorsed the Airspace Strategy
for ECAC States. The first airspace objective
of the Strategy involved the harmonization
of airspace arrangements by applying ICAO
Class C in the airspace above FL 195. To
protect the capacity of the ATS route network,
this was accompanied by access rules for
General Air Traffic (GAT) VFR flights. This
Operational Improvement (OI) measure,
known as “OI-1A” became applicable on 27
November 2003; by the 31 January 2005,
all but five ECAC States had achieved
implementation. The second implementation
step will be the harmonisation of airspace
arrangements below FL195, which, it is
proposed, will be progressively introduced
across European airspace from 2006. One
of the agreed airspace classifications that
can be used below FL195 is Class C and
it is consequently proposed to apply the
restriction in respect of VFR flight along an
ATS route in Class C airspace at all levels.
VFR access below FL195 to any future Class
C airspace will, with the exception of flight
along an ATS route, be on the basis of an
ATC clearance, which is the situation today
for access to controlled airspace currently
classified as Class D.

Units involved are Skymap II, Skymap
IIIC, KMD150 and Observer. Although
this equipment is intended as a supplement
to VFR navigation only, and minimum
safe altitude (MSA) is not displayed on the
normal map screen it is shown on the NAV
menu page and also when entering a flight
plan.
These show the highest MSA inside 10nm
of the current position based on the one
degree square “tiles” in the vicinity.
Honeywell tests have shown that
theoretically the MSA on an adjacent tile
may be selected instead of the current one.
The unit will always choose the highest
of the MSAs it considers and this will
reduce the risk that a displayed height may
be too low. But even so Honeywell say
do not use the displayed MSA values.
This is being sorted out and replacement
chips will be available soon. GPS is one
of the major contributors to flight safety
for private pilots. It provides a picture that
tells us where we are but for navigating
the altimeter tells us our height and our

If you own or operate a foreign registered
aircraft you will be affected by the above
Articles. These have been in force for years
but it was presumed that they did not apply
to “training”. As a result of a recent court
case brought by the CAA, the responsible
authority in the UK the Department for
Trade (DfT) has published a procedure for
obtaining the required permit/certificate
authorising such “aerial work” in UK air
space.
However if you want to do such “training/
aerial work” in the CICZ (Channel Islands
Control Zone) you will need a separate
permit and that will allow training in the
CICZ and Jersey but not in Guernsey or
Alderney. Such a permit has already been
issued to a local group of pilots owning an
American N reg. aircraft and was issued on
the basis of and under the same terms as the
UK permit.
I tried to get the Jersey Airport Director
who is also in charge of the CICZ and who
has delegated powers in this matter from
the States of Jersey Harbours and Airport
Committee, to issue a global permit for
all foreign registered aircraft based in the
Channel Island or even in Jersey. Since
the issue is virtually automatic once a
UK permit has been obtained I thought it
would cut out a lot of recurring “red tape”.
However he contends that the ANO article
104 does not allow him to do this. Therefore
if you have a foreign registered aircraft
you will need to get a permit first from the
UK DfT and then present this to the Jersey
Airport Director to get another one for the
CICZ and Jersey and if you also want to
train over Guernsey and Alderney you will
need to make a similar application to the
relevant Guernsey authority.
Herewith some background to the whole
issue from a third party commentator.
P8►
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Pilots’ Talk
Continued from Page 7
ANO Article 115 Issues
Under ANO Article 115, aerial work
(which includes any flight where an
instructor and/or examiner is paid for
the flight) in a foreign registered aircraft
requires permission from the Department for
Transport. This has been the case for ages.
What was not at all widely known is that
the Department for Transport (DfT) readily
issues these permissions to aircraft owners
(and people flying on their behalf) but no
further. This raises obvious questions as to
what will people in groups do about their
BFRs (which as far as the DfT is concerned
have the same status as any other training).
The principal recent events which have
brought about a change in the authorities'
attitude to non-G-reg aircraft resident in
the UK were a high profile prosecution
(under Article 115) of an instructor, Dennis
Kenyon. A subsequent commentary on it
in the UK AOPA magazine was regarded
as highly inflammatory by the CAA, and
they decided to get the broom out. In their
own words, they are out to stop commercial
work in non-G-reg planes - in most cases
this means N-reg. So... what is "commercial
work" and can an ordinary private pilot who
is flying without getting any money for it
get inadvertently caught by the rules?
The DfT do give permissions to AOC
holders and passenger carrying (airline)
operations but these are closely controlled
and it's a whole different area.
It was only during the Dennis Kenyon
court case that it became widely known that
the DfT routinely issues the permissions.
For some reason, people who got them
kept very quiet - as one would perhaps
expect someone to do if they got a special
dispensation from the Inland Revenue! Prior
to this, a lot of aerial work (mostly training
for FAA licenses) in N-reg planes went on
overtly and most people (unsurprisingly)
thought it would never be enforced.
The DfT contact I spoke to (Feb/March
2005) is Roger Kinsey, fax 0207 944 2194,
phone 0207 944 5847. He needs aircraft
paperwork (CofA, insurance cert, copy of
trust paperwork, etc) and the approval is
for named pilots on a specific aircraft for a
specific period. No instructor details need
be provided but they do need details of the
maintenance organisation(s). There is no
charge for the permission.
The Official details can be found on the
DfT web site: http://www.dft.gov.uk/
stellent/groups/dft_aviation/documents/
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page/dft_aviation_035972.hcsp
Of course if you do not need any further
training or check rides or BFRs or do all
these for N reg. aircraft in the USA then
you can ignore all the above. Otherwise I
suggest you go through the procedure and
stay within the law. (Charles Strasser)

EASA easier
You will be surprised to learn that EASA
is actually making something easier. It
turns out that US aircraft manufacturers
are in the process of gaining European
certification since they now only have to
choose the easiest country to work with
and then across Europe certification is easy
and the potential market makes the expense
worthwhile. What a shock. A basic concept
of the European community actually
working in practice.
Cirrus has already certified the 20 and is
working on the SR22. The old arguments
in France re TBM aircraft don’t now apply
since it already has French certification
as well as FAA. The position with
modification i.e. STC is still very difficult.
It is possible since EASA has its own STCs
but will require a full investigation exercise
for each mod however once a mod is
accepted anywhere it is valid everywhere.
A further catch is that there is no listing
of accepted STCs (a list is promised
sometime) so you don’t know if you are
duplicating someone else’s work.
(Jim Thorpe)

CAA Safety Evenings
The venues for the CAA’s GA safety
evenings to be held up to the end of the
year have now been confirmed, as well as
quite a few to be held in the first months
of next year (see list below). As well as the
obvious safety aspects, the evenings present
an opportunity to meet other airspace users
and discuss matters of mutual interest.
Every GA pilot, flight instructor,
engineer, or indeed anyone associated
with GA operations, in the area is strongly
encouraged to attend one of these evenings.
Any aviation organisation which would
like to host one of these evenings should
contact David Cockburn, either by e-mail at
david.cockburn@srg.caa.co.uk or by letter
to him at General Aviation Department,
Aviation House, Gatwick Airport South,
West Sussex RH6 0YR.
Most events are free, although a small
charge is sometimes necessary at the
door to cover the cost of hiring the venue
or providing refreshments. In addition,
everyone has the opportunity to win prizes
donated by generous sponsors. It is usually
appreciated if those attending let the
organiser know of their intention to attend,
to give an idea of probable numbers.
The events start at 7.30 pm unless
otherwise advertised, to last approximately
2¾ hours including a short break. The
main speaker from the General Aviation
Department is normally accompanied
by a guest, usually from another CAA
department, and discussion and questions
are encouraged.

CAA Safety Evenings
Date
Area/airfield Location
06/10/2005 Glasgow, Premier Travel Inn
17/10/2005 Teesside, Clubhouse
18/10/2005 Dundee
19/10/2005 Wick, Portland Arms, Lybster
01/11/2005 Old Sarum, Clubhouse
07/11/2005 Henlow, Theatre
08/11/2005 Gloucestershire, terminal
28/11/2005 Yeovilton, FAA Museum
29/11/2005 Cardiff, Clubhouse
30/11/2005 Haverfordwest
05/12/2005 Peterborough Sibson, Para club
07/12/2005 Southend
08/12/2005 Fairoaks
12/12/2005 Retford (Gamston), tba
13/12/2005 Wellesbourne, Touchdown Inn
12/01/2006 Elstree, Elstree Flying Club
09/02/2006 Nottingham Tollerton, Clubroom
27/02/2006 Halton, Kermode Hall
02/03/2006 Humberside, tba
20/03/2006 Middle Wallop
05/04/2006 Fishburn
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Organiser
Gary Anderson
Alan Wrigley
George Leckie
Andrew Bruce
Megan Thornton
Joe Wright
Harry Hopkins
Michael Ryan
Simon Robinson
Gwyndaff Williams
Lucy Kimbell
Philip Nasskau
Alistair Wang
John Walker
Mike Littler
Mike Grant
Simon Smith
Sarah Purchase
Mel Stewart
John Davis
Richard Pybus

Phone
01418 894565
01325 332855
01382 644372
01955 602201
01722 322525
01462 851936
01242 260242
07785 294108
01446 710000
01437 760822
01832 280289
01702 546420
01276 858075
01777 838521
01789 842000
0208 9533432
0115 9815050
07739 027779
01652 688833
01264 772711
0191 3832948
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GPS-based precision
approach procedures
“DFS launches pilot
project at Bremen
Airport”

Bremen Airport will be the first German
airport to be equipped with the satellitebased precision landing system GBAS
(Ground Based Augmentation System). The
system is planned to become operational
in 2007. GBAS is the ICAO designation
for Differential GPS (DGPS); at the FAA,
the system is called LAAS (Local Area
Augmentation System).
Precision approaches will then be
conducted with the help of satellite
navigation instead of the conventional
instrument landing system (ILS). A highly
accurate geographical survey of the GBAS
site has already been carried out. The
four reference receivers of the ground
station will evaluate, via the GPS channel
L1, the received satellite signals for civil
use (C/A code) and transmit the relevant
corrections which take account of different
errors (ionosphere and troposphere) and
propagation problems. The GBAS ground
station transmits these corrections via a
VHF channel to the landing aircraft where
they are used to calculate the exact position
on board the aircraft.
In the long term, DFS (the acronym for
Deutsche Flugsicherung GmbH, a Stateowned company entrusted with the handling
of air traffic in Germany) expects to realise
considerable cost savings compared to
operating the currently used instrument
landing system. While each runway and
each landing direction requires an ILS, one
GBAS ground station will normally suffice.
GBAS requires no protection zone like the
so-called critical area for an ILS.
In the beginning, GBAS will only be
used for CAT I operations. Its use will be
extended to CAT II and III at a later stage.
Until then, it will, however, serve as a backup system for periods when the ILS is shut
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down due to maintenance work. The system
will probably be of particular interest to
operators of smaller airports which currently
offer no or only non-precision approach
procedures.
The first trial phase with GBAS
approaches in Bremen is planned for 2007.
The project is to be concluded in 2008 with
the publication of a GBAS CAT I procedure.
In the meantime, a lot of groundwork has
to be done and many questions have to be
resolved, mostly at an international level. As
of yet, there are no certified ground stations.
Their availability, however, is a major
prerequisite for the unrestricted operation of
GBAS. The required hardware and software
will probably be available by 2007.
Honeywell has recently installed a ground
station in Memphis which already comes
very close to meeting the applicable ICAO
requirements. DFS is performing this
ambitious project in close coordination with
its international partners.
(Sylvain de Weerdt)

NATS on the move

National Air Traffic Services is closing
down its operation near Heathrow as part
of a £1 billion modernisation programme.
NATS said it would move 500 staff from
West Drayton to its existing Swanwick
Operations at Fareham by 2007. The move
is part of NATS’ plan to control UK airspace
from Swanwick and Prestwick by 2010
instead of the existing four sites. The partlyprivatised body is implementing a plan to
modernise Britain’s air traffic control system
and add enough capacity to deal with three
million flights per year by 2012, up from
two million in 2003.
NATS was criticised in June last year
after a computer failure briefly grounded
all aircraft in Britain at peak time in the
morning, causing airport chaos. NATS is
49% owned by the British government, 42%
by a consortium of UK airlines, 4% by BAA
and 5% by staff.
(Airfield Review)
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Youth flying bursaries
up for grabs

The Royal Aero Club Trust charity has
recently launched the 2006 youth flying
bursary programme. Each bursary of up to
£500 pounds is available to anyone between
16 and 21 years of age wishing to progress
their interest in either air sports or aviation.
Applicants must be UK citizens and have
their application in by 31 December 2005.
The Royal Aero Club Trust has been
running the programme since 2002 and
more than 46 aviation enthusiasts have
been awarded bursaries. A wide range of
activities are incorporated in the programme
and include aero-modelling, paragliding,
hang gliding, parachuting, ballooning,
gliding, flying microlight, fixed wing or
light aeroplanes and helicopters.
Twenty-year old Clare Alston was
awarded a bursary last year for gliding, used
the money to progress her skills towards
gaining her Gold Gliding award. Over the
year she has managed to complete her cross
country training culminating in a 300km
flight as well as taking part in the British
Junior National Gliding Championships
where she was the leading female pilot.
‘I really appreciate the opportunity that the
Trust has given me as I would not normally
be able to fly very much as I have a very
limited budget,’ said Claire Alston.
Twenty-year old Alexandra Shipulina
used her bursary to further her cross country
paragliding. ‘The Royal Aero Club Trust
bursary programme is greatly appreciated
by us young pilots as it brings us closer to
our dreams and we are forever grateful,’ said
Alexandra Shipulina.
Training and flying can only be
conducted at clubs, associations or training
establishments in the UK. Applications,
which must arrive at the Trust by 31
December 2005, are to be submitted by post
through a sponsoring organisation, club or
association.
Full details, rules and an application form
are available on the Royal Aero Club Trust
web site, www.royalaeroclubtrust.org.
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IFR Flying in Europe
Continued from Page 3
CFMU use an in-house software tool called
Pathfinder to find routes, and they plan to
enhance the CFMU website with a tool they
call Daedalus which will be openly available
(they are currently testing it).
Obviously it is better to get a useless
message out of CFMU while at home or
at the hotel, and play with it until it goes in
OK, than to find out the FP has been rejected
when sitting in the aircraft with everyone
loaded and the engine running.
One example of an accepted route
(because it was generated by ATC) is:
Departure LKPR Route: RAK9F
RAK L984 DONAD T170 RAPET Z23
SULUS L604 FUL B5 FLEVO R105
PAM L980 TRIPO ALKIN2B
Destination EGKB
You can see they have put in the RAK9F
SID for LKPR, and the ALKIN2B STAR
for EGKB. There is no connection to reality
here; different routes might get used on the
day. But it gets the FP accepted!
One crucial if obvious trick is to realise that
the SID/STAR endpoint has to match the
end of the route. So in the above example
the RAK9F SID ends at RAK, and the
ALKIN2B STAR starts at TRIPO.
A more correct format for FP filing would
be to omit the SID and STAR references. For
one thing, they are not known at the time of
filing because they depend on the runway in
use, and thus on the wind. Very occasionally
problems appear when SIDs and STARS are
omitted. In rare cases it is necessary to put
a DCT from or to the airfield to get the plan
accepted, although it is not strictly speaking
necessary.
Flying to/from airports with no SID/
STAR: This is a frequent question. For
departures from airports close to or under
a TMA, the top tip appears to be to join
a SID belonging to a nearby airport. The
more general procedure however is to link
the airport to the nearest airway intersection
using a DCT.
c) Use a website which has access to the
route database
Currently there is no official (and free)
facility which can “autoroute”. This
one however gets very close: http://
rfinder.asalink.net/free/.
It seems to have the SRDs and CDRs, and
quite a lot of the routes it generates do get
through the CFMU verification. You have
to play with this one interactively, adding
more and more restrictions using the table
at the bottom of the page, and eventually
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you should get something that gets through
CFMU. It claims to be for flight simulation
use only and they talk about a commercial
service which works fully but all emails I
have sent them bounce back! Eventually
I found a mailing address in Italy and
wrote to them. I didn’t get a reply so the
developers may have deserted the project,
leaving the website live. It’s an embarrassing
observation that the best available method
for generating routes is an informal facility
for people playing with flight simulators!
d) Get ATC to do it for you!
ATC have some way to generate a valid
route very fast. In 2004 I heard from a friend
in Greece who uses an ATC unit in Vienna
to filing Greek flight plans! They have a
website www.homebriefing.com. I have had
an email from them saying that if I give them
a route generated on FliteStar (i.e. a route
which is on the correct airway directions and
MEAs, but with nothing else checked) they
will correct it. They don’t want something
really lazy like LKPR DCT EGKB (a 600nm
straight leg across much of Europe) because
that would give them far too much work!
They also confirm that they will handle an
FP for anywhere (no need for one end to
be in Austria) and in this respect they are
unique.
It must be said that using this method
generally is likely to give General Aviation
a bad name, unless the particular ATC unit
have said it’s OK - as Homebriefing have
done. In fact I have found that even if one
files a route (through them) that had been
validated by CFMU, they still amend it! It
remains the responsibility of the pilot to plan
a valid and safe route - just like when doing
it VFR. The difference is that the airway
MEAs already give you terrain clearance
and avoid permanent TRAs, whereas when
VFR all bets are off and one has to check
the chart for obstacles within 5nm of track,
etc. However once one starts planning with
DCT routes, checking the MEA is up to
the pilot and one is back to the VFR-style
MSA/MEA determination, or one can use
the sector MSA, plus checking the NOTAMs
for everything that affects the route.
It seems that Homebriefing is an amazingly
helpful service in the way they offer to fix
up submitted routes - quite unlike anything
anyone has used before.
e) Use some tricks
The system will accept a route that uses
DCTs. These can be used to get routes
where no suitable airways exist. In this case
one must be careful with MEAs (see last
paragraph above) and breaching restricted/
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prohibited areas; the existing airway system
is already designed to avoid the permanent
ones. One can stuff any route into the CFMU
validation website and if it says it’s OK then
it’s OK to file a flight plan with it.
The CFMU website does not validate the
MEA on DCT routes - this would require the
software to have a topo map of the whole
of Europe. I think that the software which
CFMU use internally does have this though
(because some routes they generated for
me used a variety of DCTs) so things are
changing and their planned route finding
tool may well do this properly. As always,
the pilot is responsible for terrain clearance!
There is also a limit of 50nm on the length of
a DCT leg.

Filing the Flight Plan
The way the ICAO FP form is filled in and
the physical FP input method are as per
VFR flight plans, but there the similarity
ends. Whereas VFR FPs get sent using
manual addressing to a) the departure; b)
the destination and possibly c) some large
area FIS service, an IFR FP goes into the
Eurocontrol computer and is made available
to all the radar control units along the FP
route.
As with VFR flight plans, one can file
the FP using one of the dedicated terminals
provided for this purpose at many airports.
Very recently, some countries have set
up websites which allow flight plan filing.
These are not direct gateways into the
system; instead an ATS employee checks,
amends of necessary, and manually enters
the flight plan. However only Homebriefing
(to my knowledge) will definitely accept an
FP which lies entirely outside the country of
the ATS unit. They aren’t free but they are
very cheap; around 36 Euro/year. There is a
button on the website whose colour changes
to green when the FP has been accepted by
Vienna ATS but any corrections/changes will
not have been done at that stage; this usually
happens within an hour or so and you get a
text message and/or an email (according to
your selection) containing the finally filed
FP route.

Loading the route into the GPS
It’s desirable to load the finally accepted
route into one’s GPS, so at least one can see
where one is going or, if ATC give one a
direct-to XYZ, where one is not quite going.
Since most of the waypoints will not be
navaids (and even if you get a DCT to a
VOR the distance involved could be way
beyond the navaid’s range) it is essential to
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have an area navigation (RNAV) capability.
In the GA context a GPS is the only practical
way to do this, and legally it has to be a
BRNAV approved one when above FL095
anywhere in Europe.
One needs a GPS which has a quickly
accessible DCT facility. One will spend most
of the flight entering DCT to some waypoint
given by ATC. It’s likely to be one on the
FP route (perhaps several waypoints past
the next one, which is handy) or it could be
something entirely unexpected. In the latter
case you have to acknowledge the instruction
fast (as with everything when flying IFR)
and may have to ask the waypoint’s spelling.
Then you have to either enter it blindly as
a DCT into the GPS, hoping that it is not
somewhere in Mongolia (one would quickly
spot that because the new track appears on
the GPS moving map) or try to find it on the
airways chart first which could take a while
so isn’t really on.
The next job is how to load the route into
the GPS. In many cases, any route that either
gets through CFMU, or gets accepted as
an FP, will contain many waypoints; many
more than one would fly with if doing
“traditional UK IFR” flying outside CAS.
With the GPS I have (KLN94) there is
no way to enter the route in the FP format
containing airway references e.g. ABCDE
L217 XYZKK, where L217 is an airway
with various intersections in it, changing
direction at each intersection. To get the
actual route into the GPS, one has to enter
all the intermediate waypoints which make
up L217. The immediate problem is that this
can easily exceed the KLN94 waypoint limit
of 20.
It’s helpful to start off with a printed list
of waypoints (a proper plog, ideally) that
lie on the FP route, and that can be loaded
straight into the GPS. Most DCTs that ATC
will issue will lie somewhere on that route
and such a list helps with understanding
sometimes garbled instructions.
One method of getting such a plog is to
run Jeppesen FliteStar/FliteMap and load the
accepted FP into that, using the “plain text”
route entry option. This should work but I
find it usually crashes the program! A workaround for this stupid bug is to replace each
airway name with a DCT and then manually
drag the track line to line up with the airway.
Then, printing out the route pack report
gives you all the waypoints to load into the
KLN94 - very handy!
However if the total exceeds 20 you are
still stuffed; you can’t put them all in. And
it takes a long time to enter them anyway,
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using the painful twoknob text entry method.
I am not aware of any
method of exceeding
the 20-waypoint limit,
other than missing
some of the later ones
out (except for the
destination one which
must be in!); during the
actual flight one can
delete the past waypoints
and this makes room for
those ahead. Not easy
to do in turbulence. The
destination waypoint
must always be present,
to get the GPS to show the full ETA and,
if connected to a flowmeter, the reserve at
destination. An autopilot is really helpful for
this stuff.
I gather the new GNS480 or CNX80 can
accept airway references directly, which
would solve the waypoint issue.

Route Format Details
The route formats are not consistent between
different systems. The route formats for:
a) getting a route through CFMU, and
b) what comes back in the accepted flight
plan from Homebriefing.Com
differ in the way the ends are specified, even
if the flight plan didn’t get amended.
To get a route through the CFMU
validation website, one may have to end
a route with say...ERETO Z650 TIPAM
Z35 LOMKI1P LKPR, or...ERETO Z650
TIPAM Z35 STAR LKPR (note the
general term STAR, or SID, is OK) whereas
on the accepted FP it might be...ERETO
Z650 TIPAM Z35 LOMKI LKPR (no
mention of a SID/STAR here, unsuprisingly
since ATC will give you the actual identifier
near the end of the flight).
To top it all, FliteStar/FliteMap won’t
accept any of these; it has to be...ERETO
DCT TIPAM DCT LOMKI LKPR (no
SID/STAR terms allowed, and airway
references tend to crash the program) and
then you have to put in the Z650 and Z35
airways by dragging the track line onto every
intersection that makes up the Z650 and Z35
airways. Obviously one doesn’t have to drag
it onto an intersection at which the airway
heading doesn’t change.
The format of the flight plan (when filing
it) is supposed to be in the format <end point
of SID> <airway> <waypoint> ...... <start
point of STAR>. Don’t put SID or STAR in
there.
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Up in the airways in N113AC
Sometimes, a DCT is required at the
very start or end of the route, to connect to
airports that don’t have SIDs or STARs. The
way it is supposed to work is that anything
validated by CFMU can be used to file a
flight plan, but evidently there are some
extras which CFMU will accept which
aren’t supposed to be used in a flight plan
(like the SID/STAR keywords) and which
I discovered only when the CFMU staff
emailed me some routes which used these.

Peter Holy has a JAA PPL (2001), night
(2001), IMC rating (2002), standalone
FAA PPL (2004). His FAA IR is nearing completion. He has 500hrs total time
and 400hrs on type in 3 years of which
about 20% is IFR. He flies a 2002 TB20
N113AC. His most adventurous trip to
date was Crete in 2004.
Peter was born in Prague 1957 and emigrated to the in UK 1969. He has a BSc
Electronics and operates his own business
in industrial data communications. His
hobbies are flying to interesting places,
windsurfing, walking, biking, electronics /
science / technology.
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Free Garmin 430 & 530
interactive online
training

Each module is about one hour in
length and is available in Macintosh and
Windows formats. The training is broken
down into logical units.
› Unit 1: Introduction to the GNS 530.
› Unit 2a & 2b: Power up checks & fuel
entry, set up the moving map, flight
plan actions - create, save, recall
& edit, waypoint Panning, instrument approach, departure and arrival
actions, use of the “nearest pages.
› Unit 3a & 3b: Human factor considerations, using the GNS 530 volumes &
pages, NAV/WPT/AUX Pages, VNAV
(vertical navigation).
› Unit 4: GPS tolerance changes, terminal to en-route to terminal, terminal to
approach, flying the missed approach.
› Unit 5: How to activate a leg of a route/
approach, vectors to final, versus loading the full approach, set up for another
approach and how to proceed to your
alternate.
› Unit 6 is very American,: “Now we
will Fly a Trip.” – Enjoy!
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/
headquarters_offices/avs/offices/afs/
divisions/eastern_region/avsafety_
program/Garmin/

Early days for ADS-B
At their last meeting, Mark Watson
of CNS/ATM Research - NATS Ltd,
presented some results from their ADS-B
monitoring work and was asked several
interesting questions. As he didn’t know
the answers he asked for some research
analysis. This produced a 5,000 word
report but in précis, the report looked
at a snapshot of data recorded at their
Southampton location to answer the
following three questions.
1. Number of ADS-B capable aircraft
detected per hour, as a percentage of
Instrument Pilot
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display at
Stockholm
Arlanda
tower

Mode S equipped aircraft.
2. ADS-B callsign accuracy and breakdown by operator – does it match
ICAO/Flight plan callsign?
3. ADS-B position accuracy and breakdown by aircraft type. (Aircraft
broadcast the integrity of their position
information)
Mark Watson summarised: “The main
conclusions are that we are seeing up to
53% of the Mode S fleet broadcasting
some form of ADS-B and of those
over half were broadcasting the three
main parameters of position, velocity, and
callsign. The maximum ADS-B capable
aircraft we saw in one hour was 220. We
saw one aircraft that broadcast all three
parameters at the start of the day, but
then it did not broadcast its callsign in the
afternoon. We had previously presumed
the capability of an aircraft would be
fixed.
When we looked further at callsigns, we
saw that most aircraft input the correct
ICAO callsign, but the most common
error is for them to input the IATA callsign
instead. (We saw a similar issue when we
implemented ADS waypoint reporting on
the North Atlantic).
When we investigated position integrity,
we see that the integrity can vary over
time. This is expected, as it most often
depends on the GPS coverage at any given
time.
We did see different levels of capability
over aircraft type. Typically A319,
B737 and B777 were seen as the highest
integrity position reports, with B767 and
B757 being the least accurate.”
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Something you
probably didn’t know
about ADS-B
The generation and processing of emergency
codes varies between SSR and ADS-B. With
SSR Mode A/C, three particular Mode A
codes in the group 7000 have been reserved
to indicate emergency conditions (EMG,
HIJ, RAD) rather than aircraft identity.
Recognition of these codes is done by the
ground display system. As far as most Mode
A/C transponders are concerned, one four
digit code is the same as any other, and they
do not recognise emergencies. With ADSB, no Mode A code is transmitted. Rather,
Flight Identification (or Registration) is
transmitted in full (i.e. QFA123 or VHFDE).
Consequently, no Mode A emergency codes
are broadcast by ADS-B.
The ADS-B transponder, unlike its
Mode A/C predecessor, is smart enough to
recognise if one of the Mode A emergency
codes has been set, and inserts a general
alert flag that is broadcast with the ADS-B
surveillance data. However, this flag does
not indicate which of the three emergency
codes has been set. While an indication of
which code was set is stored in the avionics,
at present most aircraft do not broadcast this
message. The result is that in most cases
ADS-B emergencies will be labelled EMG,
regardless of the code selected. If the aircraft
status message is broadcast, the label will
be EMG, HIJ or RAD as appropriate, but as
noted above this does not occur with most
current transponders.
(Donna Willis, Technology Development,
Airservices Australia, ADS-B Upper
Airspace Program News
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CAA Charges
W

e submitted our response by the due
date of 6th September and set out
below the document summary and extracts
from member Ian Harnett’s supporting data.
As reported elsewhere we have Deputy
Chairman Roger Dunn sitting on the CAA’s
newly formed GA Strategic Review Team
and that is about to meet to agree its Terms
of Reference; we are sure the topic of
charges will be high on the Agenda!

Summary
It is noted that the CAA board did not
accept the JRT proposals in respect of
proposed charges and that the initial
proposals are for 15 months from 1
January 2006. The announced Strategy
and Regulatory review of GA is reported
as being timed to allow consideration of
the results of that activity before further
proposals are made. The period will also
enable the impact of EASA to be evaluated.
These developments are of course
welcome, nevertheless the CAA board, as
indicated in the Consultation Document
of 10 June, has endorsed the JRT report
as “a basis of the charging proposal”. This
includes the “charging principles” where
feedback at formal CAA liaison meetings
has indicated that these are “cast in stone”.
A foundation of our response to the
proposals is the inadequacy of consultation
to any democratic standards and especially
those required by government in respect
of published best practice. Therefore
all aspects of the JRT report and its
proposed implementation should be open
to consultation and subject to agreed
amendment.
Primary response points to the consultation
request are as follows:
1 Inadequacy of consultation with GA and
failure to develop the impact statements
a responsible and equitable assessment
would require.
2 GA Strategic and Regulatory reviews
invalidate the JRT report which, as a
minimum, should be set aside until those
reviews are finalised
3 Failure to meet stated objectives need to

be addressed as part of 2 above.
4 Economic and social benefits of GA are
inadequately considered.
5 Annexes key to a proper evaluation
have been omitted; consultation is again
compromised.
6 We have added our member Dr Ian
Harnett’s review of trends in GA and
the implications for the SRG review of
charges. We consider these should have
been prepared as part of the base information for the JRT review.
Extracts from Ian Harnett’s paper:
There is little evidence that the crosssubsidies identified in the SRG Charges
Review have had any discernible effect
slowing the pace of growth in commercial
flying, licensing activity or even its
profitability.
The trends that are emerging for GA,
however, suggest that the sector is highly
price sensitive and has entered into a spiral
dive, even before the proposed increases in
SRG charges. The lack of data on the GA
sector is akin to this developing in IFR....

♦ AIRCRAFT REGISTRATIONS
— The continued growth in UK aircraft
registrations hides several major trend
changes. Large Commercial aircraft
registrations have shown rapid growth
over the last twenty years. Declining
registrations of small to mid-size AOC
aircraft, in the last decade, show signs of
major distress in this sector.
— General Aviation has seen traditional
light-plane registrations growth less
rapidly than cheaper to buy, license and
operate microlights and ultralights.

♦ FLIGHT CREW LICENSING
— There has been a major decline in full
PPL issuance – down 40% since the
early 1990s. The NPPL has only delayed
the decline in PPLs. By contrast professional license issuance and renewals
continue to grow and are now 50% of
FCL activity, compared to 25% at the
start of the 1990s.

♦ AIRCRAFT ACTIVITY
— All the increase in reported airfield
movements has come from increased
Commercial activity. GA activity which
accounted for 42% of total movements in
1976 now accounts for just 23%.
— The levels of GA movements are down
some 30% from the early 1990s. The
10 airfields that in 1997 handled the
most GA movements, now handle some
28% less. Private aircraft movements
are down some 45% at the 12 airfields
which, in 1997, saw the greatest private
aircraft movements, with airfields such
as Luton and Stansted now virtually
no-go areas due to increased landing charges and compulsory handling
charges.

♦ AIRFIELD ACTIVITY
— The 3.52 million recorded aircraft movements in 2004 were highly concentrated in the larger airfields, with just
10 airfields accounting for 46% of all
movements and the smallest 30 airfields
accounting for just 10%.
— Much of the rise in aircraft movements
since 1997 (the most recent date with
detailed figures) has come in large
London area airfields. The greatest pressure appears to have come on the middle
sized regional airfields with Cardiff
(-29%), East Midlands (-29%), Cambridge (-26%) and Norwich (-10%), with
Teeside (-83%) and Liverpool (-87%).
There is no available data for many
smaller airfields.

♦ AIRLINE PROFITABILITY
— Having been in desperate straits in
2001 (which partly prompted the SRG
review), the UK Major Airlines produced profits of around £750m in 2003
– with BA producing close to £400m of
pre-tax, pre-exceptional earnings. By
contrast there is no available data on
the profitability of the General Aviation industry, but anecdotal evidence
suggests that most activities run on a
break-even basis.
P 15 ►
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LETTERS
Thunderous
Approaches

I

don’t often fly to Italy, but when I do,
it nearly always finishes with a letter to
explain Italian Air Traffic Control horrors!
Here is another one!
I was flying from Brindisi to Ibiza on
the evening of 22 August 2005 with a
take off programmed for 18.00 LT. I was
worried about thunderstorms over the
Mediterranean, so about 15:00 local time, I
called a friendly French met man. Try and
get hold of a “real” met man in Italy – or
the UK for that matter! He said that the
thunderstorms were moving north, and at
my take off time I should be OK. He added
that at my flight level FL270 I would have
120kt head winds, and advised FL210.
So we took off on time to FL 220 in fact,
and effectively, the storm scope showed
lots of activity to the north, and we could
see the CBs as well. Ahead all was clear.
Overhead Naples, where it was CAVOK, I
asked for latest weather at Olbia, where we
had planned to stop to refuel. It was OK.
As we approached Olbia, I asked to radio
them for first-hand weather information.
This was granted, and I was told that there
were thunderstorms to the north, but they
were attenuating. As we were approaching
from the South East, I decided to continue.
Night was falling, but my observations
and the storm scope made me wary. The
thunderstorms certainly didn’t seem to
be attenuating, and, if they were north of
Olbia, they didn’t seem to be far north.
I was directed to “Milis” for a VOR DME
Papa approach to runway 24. I realised that
there seemed to be quite a lot of aircraft
directed to the same point – at this time
I had eight minutes to run. I requested,
and they told me I was number four! I
calculated that this meant a wait of at least
20 minutes. At night, over Olbia there
aren’t many alternatives, and even less with
thunderstorms to the North. The headwind
had meant that I had to keep a wary eye on
fuel reserves!
The controller then announced to all four
of us that the VOR had gone “HS”, and told
us to head for the NDB at Olbia airport.
He added that there was a thunderstorm
overhead the NDB (which meant overhead
the airfield as well). The approach was
an NDB to runway 24 which gave me an
estimated wait of about 30 minutes.
Would you be happy to hold in a
thunderstorm for 30 minutes, with the
Instrument Pilot

reference point an NDB which isn’t reliable
in a thunderstorm followed by an eight
minute approach to land in a thunderstorm
at night, and all this with fuel reserves
getting lower and lower and no obvious
alternate?
I wasn’t! I decided to head for Naples
where I was pretty sure the weather was
OK. Rome was nearer, but the storm scope
told me there was thunder activity at Rome,
and I had seen Naples CAVOK (with my
own eyes) about an hour earlier.
Now there was chaos on the radio, and
though I made my request several times, I
got no reply. This was probably because the
VOR had suddenly stopped being “HS”,
and everybody was being redirected back
to “Milis”. I decided to take the matter
into my own hands (I have TCAS), turned
round, started the climb to FL200 and
switched to Rome to inform them of my
action. I also needed the Naples ICAO code
to put in the GPS. Rome accepted the news
of my diversion with no problems, and
directed me to some unintelligible Italian
waypoint. I had to ask 5 times for them to
spell it, the first 4 being totally ignored.
Then a calmer voice called, understood
the word “spell” and gave me the spelled
waypoint. This was my opportunity to ask
for the ICAO code for Naples. It took 5
requests with no replies (do the Italians
know what an ICAO code is?). They then
told me to change frequency. Finally, I got
the code, requested radar guidance to the
ILS and landed in CAVOK conditions.
The Italians hadn’t finished with us. We
requested the “handler” to find a hotel with
a restaurant. At the first call, he found us
a hotel – 20 minutes away by taxi! There
wasn’t a restaurant, and the rooms were
€330 each!
Next day on the way back to the airport,
the taxi meter read €15, but the driver
wanted €32. We settled for €25 – feeling
robbed. The sensation of being robbed
by the taxi driver soon disappeared when
we saw the handling bill. The feeling was
replaced by an even stronger emotion of
being robbed – this time by the “handler”.
We got clearance to start, and were sent
to holding point 24. This seemed logical as
everybody was landing and taking off on
24. Half way to the holding point, we were
requested to turn round and go to holding
point 06. While waiting 15 minutes to clear
the 24 approach (we were going to have
to take off in the teeth of the approaching
traffic), I asked why we were at 06. The
answer was “single engine aircraft have to
14

take off on 06!” Try to understand that one!
After take off, panic started again,
because our SID took us up the glide path
down which everybody else was arriving.
I can tell you I was pleased to be
passed to Spanish control, and be able to
understand what was going on, and have
my simple questions answered rather than
being ignored!
Roger Drinkel
MEMBER 392

Garmin Misguidance
On a recent trip to Scotland while
negotiating the Western Isles I was in and
out of some cloud whilst positioning for
a VFR approach down the Sound of Mull
and into Glenforsa.
According to my Garmin GNS430 I was
over sea about 1/4 mile off the coast of
Mull but looking down, to my surprise I
could see land and not sea! A warning not
to rely on the GPS for terrain clearance!
Fortunately I was not relying on the GPS
but using it for reassurance; however it
gave me very little reassurance on this
occasion. Hopefully airspace is more
accurately depicted on the database.
Ian Chandler
MEMBER 328

Putting Aviation in
Perspective
Following the five serious airline accidents
in August, ICAO issued a knee jerk
reaction; member Ole Henriksen issued a
more considered one...
Very sad that 330 people died world wide
in aircraft accidents in August. So the cry
is up: We’ve got to do something about all
those little, dangerous aeroplanes!
While we’re doing numbers games, 330
is a little less than the number killed every
day in road accidents in Europe alone.
127,000 a year (source: WHO, 2004). More
than a million road deaths a year world
wide and rapidly rising. That’s 80,000
to 100,000 people who died world wide
in road accidents just in August! We’ve
got to do something about all those little,
dangerous cars!
Ole Henriksen
MEMBER 54
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GPS Approach

Hijacked Mode S

I had a flight planned from EBKT to EDMS Straubing in Germany.
My Jeppview showed EDMS as a VFR field. I had been there before
and there were no approaches available. One hour before departure,
after printing out the en-route map from Jeppview, I noticed that
EDMS did have a new GPS approach.
When leaving the Frankfurt TMA at FL120, I was cleared direct
to STAUB. First I misunderstood and dialed in DCT EDMS. When
looking at the EDMS approach plate I noticed that STAUB is
actually the initial approach fix for EDMS RNAV approach. So I
was offered an RNAV approach without asking. Just before entering
the Straubing airspace the airspace was declared active (type F) and
declared inactive after I landed. Same thing on departure in reverse.
I entered the RNAV approach for EDMS in the GARMIN
GNS430 and let the autopilot fly the approach. All I needed to do
was to turn the OBS needle to the right setting as shown on the
screen. Looking at the moving map I could easily anticipate the
turns. Nothing could be easier.
If you are a competent user of an approach-approved GPS, then
GPS approaches should not be any problem. I don’t see why the
authorities make so much fuss about it.

With the forthcoming mandate on Mode-S and the LTCC becoming
equipped starting in November, it has suddenly dawned on me that
there is a very real potential for unsuspecting aircraft operators to
start receiving infringement notifications from the CAA.
The reason that this has sprung to mind is that I've been playing
with the SBS-1 from Kinetic Avionics (http://www.kineticavionics.
co.uk). This is a box which decodes Mode-S and ADS-B data from
aircraft. (If the aircraft has ADS-B and is sending lat/long position
information, the aircraft is plotted on a virtual radar screen in real
time).

Dirk de Jonghe
MEMBER 251

The problem is that sitting here in my office and just happening to
watch the screen, I spotted my OWN aircraft's mode-S code being
received. (No ADS-B data, so no position information). The ModeC was reporting 6,800 feet. Now obviously this could not have
been my aircraft, since I'm sitting in my office and my own aircraft
is sitting on the ground at Cranfield. (I even phoned the airport to
make darned sure that my aircraft was still on the ground.)
Of course the difference here is that the Flight-ID field of
the Mode-S squitter was left blank by whomever installed the
transponder in this aircraft using my mode-S code (In my own
installation, the flight-ID is set to the registration without the
hyphen).
This is a little worrying in that if I have seen my own Mode-S code
flying around today when I know my own aircraft is actually sitting
on the ground, then I can only assume that this cannot be the ONLY
one which has been mis-programmed.
Leland Vandervort
MEMBER 586
CAA Charges
Continued from Page 13

♦ THE SRG REVIEW

GPS Approach plate for Straubing © Jeppesen,
Not to be used for navigation
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— The SRG costs and charges review has, apparently, failed to
examine any of these trends. The lack of any economic impact
assessment of the changes means that there is no assessment of
the sustainability of the proposed charges.
— The trends outlined in this report suggest that if the SRG
charges are implemented as they stand, then, when the recently
commenced CAA review of GA aviation and regulation reports
back, it may already be too late to prevent many more pilots
dropping out of aviation, airfields closing and jobs being lost.
— Let us hope that the changed charges do not lead anyone in GA
compromising on safety in order to save the £7m of costs identified – equivalent to less than 1% of UK airlines profits – or as
the BBGA highlight, 30p per passenger trip!
It is essential that that the introduction of the new SRG charges
should be delayed and re-examined in the light of the forthcoming
CAA Strategic Review of General Aviation in the UK.
Paul Draper
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EUROSTUFF 51
By

Revision of guidance on Mode S

Jeppe Sørensen

The primary guidance material on Mode S is the JAA TGL 13
Revision 1 “Mode S Elementary Surveillance”. Eurocontrol CNS/
ATM steering group proposes a revision 2 with a number of changes
and additions. Amongst these are:
• a revised method of calculating “maximum cruising true
airspeed” is proposed taking into account the fact that unpressurised aircraft don’t fly as fast as the theory predicts
• extended squitter – unprovoked broadcast including the position
- can be a function in the transponder if it complies with ICAO
requirements and can be enabled if it does so – this is for future
applications but some transponders have this facility today
• crew operating instructions – Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM) or
Pilot’s Operating Handbook (POH) - are to be included telling
the crew how to enter Flight ID and whether extended squitter is
enabled.
In addition a number of other improvements have been included
in order to facilitate certification of the installation of Mode S.
A generic Flight Manual Supplement and MEL list is provided
in addition to guidance in classification of the change to existing
aircraft. If the change is replacement with a Mode A/C transponder
and no additional antenna is to be installed and no antenna relocated
the change is considered a minor change – see next section.
Please note that the applicable dates and the schedule have not
been changed – i.e. for IFR flights in TMA and en-route airspace in
Germany, France and UK elementary Mode S is required from 31st
March 2005 with a transition period of two years until 31 March
2007.

Background check of pilots in
Germany

T

he German Department for the Interior plans to introduce
background check for pilots - “Zuverlässigkeitsüberprüfung
(ZÜP) nach Luftsicherheitsgesetz (LuftSiG)”. That is some sort of
background check when a potential pilot starts the education and a
yearly re-examination – “Überprüfung”. The German aero club and
AOPA have protested, but their efforts may only change the yearly
schedule to a longer period.
This spring I flew back home to Copenhagen from a major central
European airport. For security reasons I was thoroughly searched, not
just the usual luggage scanner but a detailed personal search and all
my belongings were opened and examined. I felt very secure when
I boarded my small aircraft and headed north for my home base. As
the sole person on board I knew that I was not carrying weapons
or dangerous articles and I was not going to be hijacked along the
route. People on the ground could feel safe too, though I might have
brought a dangerous device along on the plane when I arrived. For
everybody – people on the aircraft (my humble sole), people on
other aircraft and people on the ground – my trajectory though the
European airspace seemed safe. I had been checked thoroughly from
the medical perspective and regarding my capabilities as a pilot by
the proficiency check.
In the future we will also have language proficiency checks (ICAO
requirement) and probably re-occurring background checks to prove
that we have no suspect background. I might go insane while flying,
but I doubt so. Sometimes I am directed by the ATC to fly on airways
and to waypoints that are not in my flight plan checked and accepted
by CFMU or the flight plan that I have been cleared to fly. Without
any explanation of the reason for this change I get worried and a little
frustrated just sitting there hoping ATC has a greater view of the plan
and that I will eventually arrive at the destination in the flight plans.
But – I will not do silly things and I have been assured by all the tests
that I will from all perspectives be considered safe.

Instrument Pilot

EASA Charging Scheme
The European Aviation EASA has published their long awaited fees
and charges schedule effective from June 2005.
For changes to aircraft the scheme is that the bigger the job and
the bigger the aircraft the higher the fee. Minor change or repairs to
a FAR 23 aircraft less than 2,000 kg MTOW is 0 Euro and above
2,000 kg MTOW is 375 Euro. Major change (STC) or repairs to a
FAR 23 aircraft less than 2,000 kg MTOW is 680 Euro and above
2,000 kg MTOW is two, three or more times plus an hourly fee of
99 Euro for the time spent by EASA agents.
Whether this will increase the cost of modifications depends on
your starting point. Some European countries have had low costs
and light regulation and some have had to wrangle with a lot of
paperwork and bureaucracy. The bureaucracy will be there in one
form or another but now the same standards should be applied all
over Europe.
The schedule has a fee for ETSOs. Whether it is low or high it will
often be an additional cost as the equipment mostly already carries
a TSO.
The same is even more true with STCs where separate EASA
approval in many cases will be prohibitive. As most light aircraft
are built in America and the vast majority of STCs originate there
this will severely limit the market and opportunities for European
owners and operators of light aircraft. Some people consider this a
trade barrier. From EASA regulations it is not possible to see if this
practice is because of safety issues or just different ways in which
the FAA and the EASA bureaucracy works.
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More news

• Offering a short Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) for the
draft amendments.
It seems from the Terms of Reference that this study group has a
very good starting point and has focused on the main problem areas
– knowledge of specific Boeing 737 systems should be part of a
commercial rating or, even better, a specific type rating and one IR
rating focusing on IR flying skills, are amongst the main topics.
PPL/IR Europe Executive Committee member Anthony Mollison is
a member of the study group so our interests will be represented.

Have you noticed the
Internet magazine
“Skycontrol” - “Your
International Aeronautical
Magazine”. Have a look at
http://www.skycontrol.net/
This web-site even figures many European aviation news items.

JAA Instrument Rating Study
Group

More on N-Reg
As you will see in other articles in this issue of Instrument
Pilot that the UK Department for Transport (DfT) has issued
a consultation paper on the “Application of UK Regulatory
Requirements to Foreign Registered Aircraft Based Permanently in
the UK”.
This proposal has brought a number of issues for the General
Aviation into the limelight. The consultation will bring many
comments and really focus on the conditions of business and
personal flying not just in the United Kingdom but in Europe.
Why do many owners and operators pay the extra costs and the
additional burden of registering their aircraft in foreign countries?
It seems like the hurdles of the JAR FCL/IR is a great factor in
addition to the difficulties of getting approval for modifications
and type certifications.
In a way you might say that the regulatory system of the UK and
the EU are in for some competition. Which regulator can set up a
system that is:
• safe – so that the pilots and the public can be assured that
flying activities are as safe as possible (the safety record in the
USA is better than in Europe)
• accessible - so that as many potential pilots as possible gets a
good a rating as possible (over 50% of US private pilots hold an
instrument rating whereas in the UK the figure is close to 5%)
• economical – so that as many citizens can use this means of
transport as possible in the benefit for the national economy
(the cost of maintaining an N-registered aircraft is comparably
lower even in Europe).
By any of these measures the FAA system has succeeded in
relation to most European national systems.
What can the national regulator do?
Well, being a regulator there is the possibility of forbidding the
option of using the competing system. The other option would
be to take up the challenge and work to provide a system that can
compete with the FAA system on the main factors. There is no
doubt in my mind that owners/operators would opt for a European
system if it was competitive.
The DfT proposal in some ways seems to lack basic information
and knowledge on general aviation and to be misguided in a
number of aspects. EASA has the chance to build a better and
competitive system.
All people dealing with aviation are subject to many tests as I
mentioned at the start of this column. You may wonder if some
bureaucrats also should be subjected to some background and
proficiency checks too.
We can hope that the JAA Instrument Rating Study Group will
produce a revised IR syllabus that will make up for some of the
deficiencies in the European system.

The JAA Licensing Sectional Team
has established a Study Group with the
headline: JAR-FCL Instrument Rating
Training Needs Analysis.
The Terms of Reference says:
A study group of experts is established from the
Authorities of the JAA Member States and Interested Parties
for the purpose of conducting an analysis of the current
Instrument Rating (IR) requirements in JAR- FCL. The
purpose of the analysis is to assess how appropriate are the
current requirements to the training needs of an instrument
rated pilot.
In conducting the analysis the Study Group must consider
the training needs of professional pilots operating in
commercial air transport operations as well as those of private
pilots and operators.
Complete a Training Needs Analysis (TNA) of the IR for
all categories of pilots both in terms of theoretical knowledge
and practical skills requirements.
Make recommendations for adjustments to the relevant
syllabuses based on the TNA.
Propose associated amendments to JAR-FCL, if required.
Consider, in proposing a solution to these items:
• The need to maintain a philosophy of “one IR”, meaning
that there should be no attempt to create a lower level IR
qualification for private operators.
• In meeting that criterion the Study Group may consider the
re-allocation of syllabus items from the IR syllabus to other
areas e.g. CPL or type rating syllabuses in order to maintain
the appropriate training need for each level of qualification.
• The safety benefit to be derived from encouraging a greater
participation from PPL holders in training for the IR. (For
example, increased expertise levels amongst private pilots;
reduced risk of CFIT and Loss of Control incidents or
accidents.)
• The preference that private operators participate fully in the
JAA system rather than by-pass it by, for example, operating
N-Registered aircraft in Europe on FAA pilot licences.
• Practical timescales for implementing their recommendations
from the analysis, particularly bearing in mind the planned
transition to EASA.
• How to take account of examples of ‘best aviation practice’
in this field where available from other aviation authorities
world-wide including comparative aspects of the JAR-FCL IR
with other systems (e.g. ICAO, FAA etc.)
51/2005
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Taking Stock
S

ome 12 months ago this September,
meetings started on the SES En-route
and Terminal Charges proposals (is it only
that long ago?). After much input by many
general aviation (GA) organizations the
latest revised draft proposals exclude GA
aircraft under 2 tonnes; but there is still
some way to go before that gets accepted
and there may be a sting in the tail as
terminal charges are to rise substantially
for +2 tonnes and sub-2 tonnes may also be
caught.
Much else has been happening besides
and although there have been articles about
many of the items I thought it worthwhile
listing those currently underway (see panel).
In addition we have been progressing
GA wide liaison attempts via GA Alliance.
Some good progress has been made on
this but there is also reticence by a few
organizations despite the threats affecting
us all.
We have also joined Europe Air Sports
(EAS) so that we can be more involved
in the Europe wide debates on matters,
particularly EASA which is taking on more
and more regulation.
We hope our attempts will make the IR
rating more accessible to pilots by focusing
the ground school on subjects directly
relevant to the Instrument Rating and
moving commercial aspects currently in
the IR syllabus to either the CPL or ATPL
syllabus. Hopefully this will lead to many
more budding IRs taking a JAA rating rather
than the FAA; that would greatly help the
current debate about N Registration and it
would aid safety.
And, finally, there are many matters
continuing to be dealt at the CAA
committees and DfT Forums on which
several of your Executive Committee
members sit.
Paul Draper
Chairman, PL/IR Europe
FOR SALE
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Consulting Body

Subject

EUROCONTROL

SES Charging

DfT support request

SES Charging
Effect 2 T plus on charging

EUROCONTROL

SES Airspace definition

DfT/Eurocontrol

Airport security (effect for light aircraft)

CAA - DAP

Instrument Approach Transfer to industry

EUROCONTROL

8.33 KHz Spacing below FL 195

CAA

ATSOCAS
ATC Services

CAA

UAV

CAA

CAA JRT Proposals on charges

CAA – Response to Sir Roy
McNulty letter

Strategic Review of GA in UK

EUROCONTROL (ATM strategies)

Detection & Recognition systems for light a/c

CAA

Mode S

Parliamentary Aviation Group

Various issues affecting GA

Eurocontrol

Classification of Airspace & ATS Provision
Questionnaire

Eurocontrol/DfT

SESAME

CAA and DfT

N registration across UK & Europe

JAA / EASA

Attempts to produce more realistic IR rating

CAA/NATS

Changes to UK Southern controlled airspace

Various UK airports

Proposals for extending controlled airspace

DfT

Presentation to Minister on threats to GA

CAA

VNAV and GPS approach proposals

TB20 1992 s/n 1409 Share for sale (may sell whole)
880 hrs total airframe & engine. Full BRNAV and Mode S fit incl. (2004) GNS430,
GTX330 Mode ‘S’, WX500 Stormscope, EDM700+ Fuelflow, electric 2nd AH, Orig fit
- KX165 NAV/COM (FM immune), KMA24 Audio, KN62 DME, KG258 AH, KI525
HSI coupled autopilot/GPS/Nav/Glideslope 2ndVOR/localiser/Glideslope, KR87 ADF,
KI227ADF Slaved Indicator, KAP150 Autopilot, KLN90 GPS, Skyforce Locater, Sigtronics
4 place i/com. 24 Volt. Many extras. Pristine condition. No damage history, hangared. Based
Thruxton or could be eg. Bournemouth. Contact paul.r.draper@btinternet.com
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Brace of
Bonanzas
By Dirk De Jonghe
A family holiday trip to Oban in Scotland provides the ideal opportunity to compare the
newly converted turbo-normalized Bonanza with its normally aspirated cousin

B

ert Maes and I have nearly identical
Beech Bonanza A36’s. Every year we
try to do a trip with several family members
as willing self-loading freight. The last trip
was to Waterford in Ireland with a 35knot
headwind, flying between 2400 and 5000ft
crossing a cold front over the South coast of
England.
Unfortunately this year’s trip took place
on the weekend of the AGM but duty called
and we sacrificed ourselves to deliver 9
willing souls to Oban airport in Scotland.

Comparison
Two identical flight plans were filed, EBKT
to EGEO, via TRACA near Calais then
SAPCO, TNT, POL, DCS, NGY, GOW,
FYNER. This plan was accepted by CFMU
but the clearance was DCT KOK, DCT
DVR FL100 right towards the middle of
London TMA. Both airplanes left within a
minute or two with Bert’s Turbonormalized
A36 first since he had a major advantage in
the climb.
Because of the increased gross weight of
4000lbs (gross increased by 400lbs, 1540lbs
useful load) Bert was able to carry six
POB and nearly full fuel. I carried 5 POB
and both aircraft were at full gross weight.
Since we were both flying the same flight
plan at the same altitude it was easy to
compare the effects of turbo-normalizing on
performance.
Bert reached top of climb after 11 minutes
using 120 KIAS as cruise climb speed, I
needed about 16 minutes to level off at
FL100 at full gross using 110 KIAS in the
The Scottish port of Oban
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climb.
Cruise numbers at FL100 were: Bert
indicating 163 KIAS or 188 KTAS with
a fuel flow of 18 USGPH .(30” MAP,
2500 RPM, 60°F LOP giving about 90%
power).Bert ran in go-fast mode.
My own normally aspirated numbers at
FL100 were (economy cruise): 135 KIAS
or 155 KTAS with a fuel flow of 11.45
USGPH. (20”MAP, 2300RPM, peak EGT
giving about 55% power). I ran in go-far
mode.
Total flight time was 2:49 for Bert and 3:
15 for me, taking more time to study the
beautiful countryside. Somewhere around
the Scottish border, I noticed a gradual drop
in IAS of about 20 knots, everything was
smooth and it took me a couple minutes
before I realized that I was in a descending
mountain wave with the autopilot altitude
hold correcting by increasing nose-up trim.

the most extensive Bonanza STC collection
ever attempted in Europe.
The trip to Scotland was flown at FL100
for passenger comfort and to avoid use of
oxygen. A moderate crosswind was blowing
on the trip north and a 25 knot tailwind on
the return trip.
More trips with the TN A36 have been
made with oxygen since and on average at
FL180 200-205 KTAS are easily reached
at flows of 17 USGPH (85 % power)
always well lean of peak with 380°F CHT
never even reached. Typical cruise climb
is 130KIAS at about 1000 fpm until top
of climb. The prop-engine combination
also seems to be much more efficient and
reduces take-off distance considerably even
at high gross weight. Less than half of the
runway was needed at Oban for takeoff at
full gross.

Conclusion
Oban
Arrival in Oban North Connell (EGEO) was
truly spectacular with excellent visibility
and a landing on runway 19 (over the hill).
The welcome was very warm and the rented
minivan was waiting in the parking lot.
Bert’s engine is now upgraded from a
standard IO520BA to a Superior IO550B
with Millennium cylinders built by Bill
Cunningham at Powermasters. With the
addition of a new Super Scimitar prop and
intercooled turbonormalizer this really
transforms the airplane performance.
Belgian CAA was very cooperative in
accepting the multiple cascading FAA STCs
for installation maybe because it was one
of their last decisions
before EASA took the
helm. One STC covers
the installation of an
IO550B engine, another
the turbonormalizer
and intercooler with
new Scimitar prop,
gross weight increase
and fixed oxygen
installation. Probably
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A true 200 KTAS cruise, 300 lbs net
increase in useful load, much better
climbing (1000 fpm to TOC) and altitude
performance (up to FL240) really transform
the A36 into a very capable high-speed
travelling machine while keeping its
marvellous handling qualities and shortfield capabilities. Practical en-route times
are very close to those I enjoyed with the
fire-breathing BE60 Duke with its monster
380hp engines and corresponding fuel
bill. The fixed 110 cubic feet six-place
oxygen system is really required to make
the best of the turbo performance but also
to balance the CG forward shift with the
turbo hardware in the engine compartment.
With the oxygen bottle in the tail, balance
is restored and the fine handling qualities
of the A36 are preserved. Full fuel with two
heavy pilots only is pushing the forward
edge of the envelope, but anything in the
back really helps.
Taking the Advanced Pilots Seminar in
Ada was essential to run this machine and
Bert wants to go for a second time. Actually
engine management on this aircraft is really
simple.
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